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Block	Design
Guidance for the design of urban blocks within the 
district.

Block	Design		-	General	Principles
Where buildings edge the perimeter of a block 
and parking is contained within its centre in one 
or several courtyards.

Parking	Court	Blocks
Where buildings edge the perimeter of a block 
and parking is contained within its centre in one 
or several courtyards.

Mews/Lane	Blocks
Where wide blocks have a small lane that 
contains dwellings and parking for both the lane 
and the properties that edge the perimeter of the 
block. 

Back-to-Back	Blocks
Where buildings edge the perimeter of a block 
and its interior contains private space, usually 
gardens.

Edge	Blocks
Where blocks address the edge of development 
or open space areas.

Wrap	around	Blocks
Where buildings located on the perimeter of 
a block surround other buildings within its the 
blocks centre.

Block	Design	and	Topography
Approaches that arise as a result of developing 
sloping land.

Private	Frontages
Guidance for the areas of land that are situated 
between a building and the back edge of the 
highway or public area that are in public view.

Teignbridge	Frontage	Types
The type of frontage typically found throughout 
the district for use in new areas of development.

Waste	and	Recycling	
Guidance relating to accommodating waste and 
recycling into development.

Services	and	Utilities	Networks
Guidance for the location and appearance of utilities 
infrastructure within new areas of development.

Custom	and	Self	Build
Guidance for the design and integration of self build 
areas of development.

Back	to	Back	Arrangements
Guidance to provide for privacy and reduce 
overlooking between properties.

Daylighting
Guidance to help inform the detailed design of 
development to achieve appropriate levels of natural 
daylight to buildings and property.

Urban	Structures
Design guidance for creating attractive, well defined public and private space in Teignbridge.
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Block	Design	-	General	Principles
Urban	Blocks	are: the areas of developable land that are contained by a pattern of streets or spaces. Urban 
blocks may contain shops, houses, parks, car parks and other aspects of community life. The way that buildings 
are arranged and their relationship to the street affects the character, function and safety of an area. 

Development blocks in Teignbridge are to be 
arranged to create safe accessible, attractive, well 
overlooked and well defined public routes and 
spaces and secure private areas by:

1. Defining publicly accessible routes and spaces 
with building frontages, well designed side 
elevations and robust, attractive, and locally 
distinctive boundary treatments whilst achieving 
a sense of natural surveillance

2. Sizing blocks to create a network of walkable 
interlinked routes (see table below) that:

2.1. Responds to desire lines 
2.2. Allows for future movement 
2.3. Are appropriate for the proposed land 

use, topography, and location within the 
neighbourhood

2.4. Are designed in response to local context and a 
hierarchy of routes

3. Designing blocks that have sufficient space. i.e. 
for buildings and private space together with 
adequate storage including for bins and cycles, 
and parking for vehicles.  

4. Designing rear parking, access and service 
areas to be attractive, well lit, welcoming and 
comfortable for users at any time of day that:

4.1. Have robust, locally distinctive and attractive 
boundary treatments

4.2. Contain dedicated and adequate space for 
waste and recycling that is away from general 
view

4.3. Have structures, surfaces and demarcation in 
colours and materials that appear welcoming, 
and are well co-ordinated

4.4. Contain landscaped areas, where appropriate, 
to soften and enhance visual appearance 

4.5. Have lighting levels designed for convenience, 
safety and for wildlife 

4.6. Have a sense of surveillance at all times
4.7. Have secure private curtilages with externally 

lockable personnel gates.

5. Designing buildings located at corners or in 
prominent locations to:

5.1. Contribute towards memorable townscape.
5.2. Create visual interest and overlooking to all 

streets to which they relate

6. Avoiding developing half blocks that enable 
access to rear boundaries or service areas, 
reduce surveillance of public areas, and provide  
unattractive edges to public areas. 

Typical block dimensions for different settlement locations
Urban Design Compendium 2007

Block widths (m)

Non B1 Employment about 115

Urban Edge 80-90

Urban Middle 80-90

Urban Core 60-80

Poorly designed Blocks often have:
• Low quality boundaries (i.e. timber panel fences) 

to rear and side boundaries that are visible from 
public and communal areas

• Streets defined by a mix of fronts, blank sides and 
backs of buildings or poor boundaries

• Parking areas that are not well overlooked, 
appear uninviting or do not co-ordinate well with 
their surroundings

• Inadequate or poorly arranged space for parking, 
leaving streets and footways cluttered and/or 
obstructed by vehicles

• Areas that deter residents’ use, or give 
unobserved access to the rear of properties

• Large distances between pedestrian junctions and 
paths that do not link, or have limited capacity to 
create links in the future

• Waste and bins visible throughout the week from 
public areas

Code:	DG-US1	(Block	Design	Principles)
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Blocks sized 
and arranged to 
support pedestrian 
movement

Good quality 
attractive boundary 
treatments

A well considered 
approach to parking, 
and storage of waste

Key buildings 
designed to address 
multiple streets and 
create visual interest

Clear distinction 
between private and 
public areas

Attractive buildings 
face outwards onto 
new or existing public 
routes and spaces 

Attractive, secure and 
well overlooked rear 
block areas

Private

Public
Private

Good Block Design:  
The Essential Ingredients 

Good block design supported by familiar architecture and high quality 
boundaries are some of the fundamentals to the success of many of the 
districts most cherished streets. Photo: Bishopsteignton.

The	Following	Section:

As well as the block design policy DG-US1 specific 
design principles to be achieved are highlighted in 
the following pages for 5 different block types:
1.1. Parking Court Blocks
1.2. Mews/Lane Blocks
1.3. Back to Back Blocks
1.4. Edge of Development Blocks
1.5. Wrap Around Blocks
Blocks are illustrated as distinct types, but single 
urban blocks may share characteristics from 
several types. In these circumstances relevant 
guidelines should be applied to the relevant 
section of each block 
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A	Parking	Court	Block	is: a perimeter block that contains one or more secure internal courtyards that 
provides parking and enables private access to the rear of properties. Residential and non-residential 
buildings are located around the perimeter of the block with their main pedestrian accesses and elevations 
orientated outwards towards streets and spaces. 

Block	Design	-	Parking	Court	Blocks

Parking court blocks are to be designed to meet the 
general Block Design policy DG-US1 as well as the 
following in relation to:

1.	 Courtyards

Courtyards should be designed to have a sense of 
ownership and surveillance, be welcoming and feel 
safe by:

1.1. Designing small parking courts  - about 10 
parking spaces

1.2. Separating parking for apartments from other 
parking areas

1.3. Co-ordinating materials, finishes, demarcation 
and landscaping to create attractive spaces for 
instance by: 
1.3.1. Using robust, well detailed, locally 

distinctive boundary walls between 
communal and private areas

1.3.2. Co-ordinating recessive colours for 
garage doors and access gates

1.3.3. Using good quality, attractive surfacing 
with simple detailing to edges, margins 
and drainage

1.3.4. Softening structures with pockets of 
planting

1.4. Lighting for convenience and safety

2.		Access

Access points should be arranged to provide 
residents with comfortable safe access to private 
and communal areas with relevant access to service 
personnel where necessary in a manner that 
discourages crime or a fear of crime by:

2.1. Providing single access points to courtyards 
with thresholds that mark that the area is 
private, for instance by:
2.1.1. Including automatic locking gates with a 

separate pedestrian access accessible to 
residents/owners and waste collection 
operatives

2.1.2. Changing surface materials
2.1.3. Narrowing the entrance/including piers 

(width circa 3.0m)

2.2. Ensuring that entrance points are well 
overlooked from windows to active rooms and 
well lit

2.3. Ensuring that units have front doors 
orientated towards public routes or spaces 
with secondary, externally/internally lockable, 
accesses to internal courts

2.4. Where communal access gates are provided, 
they should be set back from the Highway to 
allow cars to wait off the carriageway while 
gates open

3.	 Waste	and	Recycling:	(see Code DG-US3)

4.	 Bicycle	Storage.  (see Code DG-SM7)

Bicycle parking should be located in well integrated 
secure covered structures located within rear 
gardens, flats parking courtyards or in private 
garages

Poorly designed parking courts often have 
some of the following characteristics:
• A lack of surveillance at entrances and within 

courts
• Timber fences used as rear boundaries, bin or 

cycle storage 
• Lack of lighting to rear court areas
• Excessively wide vehicular entrance points
• Starkly contrasting surfaces, garage doors and 

locally irrelevant materials.
• Parking spaces and allocation demarcated by 

highly contrasting lining and numbering
• Large numbers of parking spaces within single 

courts

O

Code:	DG-US1.1	(Parking	Court	Blocks)
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Model view:

Block Diagram:

1

5

2

3

46

7

8

Detail: Typical Entrance Gateway and 
Bin Store/Presentation Point

Separate 
pedestrian access 
gate

Windows 
on side 
elevations 
create safe, 
overlooked 
entrances

Key pad access for bin 
collection

Space for cars to pull off street

Key:
1. Parking Court - Up to about 10 spaces. Courtyard 

enclosed with attractive solid walls (max height 
2.1m) and lockable gates to private back gardens

2. Private garage/cycle/bin store
3. On plot cycle store and bin storage
4. Lockable communal bin presentation point (where 

no access for waste operatives provided)
5. Apartment Parking Court - Separate parking court 

for apartments
6. Apartment cycle store
7. Apartment bin store
8. Secure access gates with separate pedestrian gate 

to meet Police recommendations.
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Mews/Lane Blocks are to be designed to meet the 
general Block Design policy DG-US1 as well as the 
following in relation to: 

1.	 Mews/Lanes	street

Mews/lanes are to provide small scale, simple, 
attractive, safe and accessible streets within the 
centre of blocks and should be designed:

1.1. Ideally to contain a minimum of 5 dwellings 
(not including flats over garages) with front 
doors accessed from the mews street

1.2. As small spaces with an informal, irregular 
street edge with short sight lines terminated by 
visually interesting elements

1.3. To be narrow, generally no more than 7.5-10 
meters wide

1.4. So that buildings and boundaries define the 
street edge with minimal or no set-back 
distances 

1.5. To give pedestrian priority

1.6. With suitable street tree planting and soft 
landscaping where appropriate

2.	 Mews	Lane	Buildings	and	Structures

Mews/ Lane buildings and structures should provide 
a good level of surveillance, enclosure to the street 
and contribute towards creating a small scale 
intimate scene considering in particular:

2.1. Materials of construction, their use 
distribution, character and detailing

2.2. Scale of structures, the sense enclosure 
created  and the lighting of public areas 

Typically, designs will include:
2.3. Ground floor habitable rooms with windows 

and doors that relate to the street 
2.4. Variety to roof arrangements (hip/gables etc)
2.5. Low order, functional detailing 
2.6. Unembellished doors and window styles
2.7. Solid boundary treatments in materials with 

local character generally 1.8m height to rear 
gardens

2.8. Co-ordinated recessive colours for garage 

doors and access gates
2.9. Good quality attractive surfacing with simple 

detailing to edges, margins and drainage
3.	 Access

3.1. Vehicular: Mews streets are to:
3.1.1. Be accessible to the public
3.1.2. Provide access to parking for mews and 

perimeter units
3.1.3. Have separate parking for apartments 
3.1.4. Be well overlooked 

3.2. Pedestrian: Mews streets are to:
3.2.1. Provide residents with secure (lockable) 

and well overlooked access to their back 
gardens, garages and mews units.

3.2.2. Provide front doors to mews units that 
relate to the mews street

3.3. Apartments: Where apartments form part of 
the block there may be controlled pedestrian 
and cycle access to the mews street from the 
apartments’ parking courtyard

4.	 Waste	and	Recycling:	(see code DG-US3)

Waste and recycling areas will normally be stored on 
plot however where required by the Local Authority, 
bin collection areas are to be provided close to the 
mews entrance

5.	 Bicycle	Storage.  (see code DG -SM7)

Generally, secure cycle storage shall be located on 
plot, either within garages or cycle storage in private 
gardens

Mews/Lane	blocks	are: blocks that contain a small accessible street through the centre. The street or lane 
contains parking in small groups, garages or open shelters, access to rear gardens and  accommodation. They 
are often deeper than other blocks to accommodate the additional street width.

Block	Design	-	Mews/Lane	Blocks

Poorly designed mews blocks often have:
• Insufficient numbers of residential properties 

within  the mews lane to provide a sense of 
surveillance and security.

• Poor boundary treatments or building 
arrangements that do not provide a continuous 
edge to the street or sense of enclosure.

Code:	DG-US1.2	(Mews/Lane	Blocks)
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Key:
1. Dwellings within mews/lane  - designed to 

incorporate habitable rooms at ground floor level 
and terminate sight lines

2. Garages and parking beneath flats  - Mix of 

parking within garages and within FOGS
3. Soft landscaping within the mews/lane  
4. Well overlooked pedestrian access routes
5. Narrow vehicular access routes

Well overlooked 
Pedestrian/cycle 
access

Building features 
arranged to 
terminate sight 
lines

Corner dwellings 
designed to address 
both street and lane

Mews lane  populated with houses, fl ats  a
nd well coordinated parking

1

2

3

4

4

5

5

Block Diagram:

Model view:
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Back-to-Back	blocks	are:  blocks where the rear plot boundaries abut one another within the centre of the 
block, forming a core of private space accessible only to residents from the outside edges.  

Block	Design	-	Back-to-Back	Blocks

Back-to-back blocks are to be designed to meet the 
general Block Design policy DG -US1 as well as the 
following in relation to: 

1.	 Parking

Back to back blocks rely on on-street parking, or 
parking to the front or sides of buildings. Parking 
arrangements and their associated structures should 
be designed:

1.1. So that cars and their parking areas do not 
have a negative impact or are a visually 
dominant component of the street scene. For 
example by:
1.1.1. Ensuring that boundary treatments, 

gates buildings or landscaping enclose 
parking areas and visually define the 
edges of public areas

1.1.2. Designing parking areas to be set back 
from the building line or well integrated 
with street and public spaces

1.2. Cycle parking is to be located on plot, within 
garages or private gardens

2.	Access

Back-to-back blocks shall be located where street 
standards allow for direct access and egress at the 
front or side of the plot, or in mixed use blocks, 
where servicing can be arranged from the front.  

2.1. Vehicular: access points to plots are to be 
designed to:
2.1.1. Prioritise pedestrians using the street 
2.1.2. Support a well defined street and should 

be as narrow as practical
2.2. Pedestrian access points to plots are to be 

designed to provide: 
2.2.1. Access to plot frontages 
2.2.2. Secure and lockable access to gardens. 

Shared paths must be lockable at the 
point they meet public areas  

2.3. Apartments: Where apartments form part 
of the block, a primary pedestrian access  to 
the building must be located relating to the 

street. Dedicated cycle/vehicular access to any 
associated parking courtyard should also be 
provided

3.	 Waste	and	Recycling	(see code DG-US3)	

3.1. Waste and recycling areas will normally be 
stored on plot and brought to the plot frontage 
for collection or as otherwise directed by the 
Local Authority

3.2. Sufficient space must be provided to enable 
bins to be stored out of view from public areas 

4.	 Bicycle		Storage (see code DG -SM7)

4.1. Generally, secure bicycle storage shall be 
located on plot, either within garages or cycle 
storage in private rear gardens

Poorly designed Back to Back blocks often 
have:
• Poor building and highway arrangements: 

that give a poorly aligned and fragmented 
edge to the street and leak views from the 
street towards blank building sides and 
into open driveways 

• Missing boundary definition: that does 
not properly define areas of public 
and private ownership, creates streets 
that lack continuity and leak views into 
driveways and service areas

• Streets dominated by blocks of parking
• Poor bin storage arrangements that result in 

waste containers being visible throughout the 
week.

!

!

O !
!

!

!

Code:	DG-US1.3	(Back-to-Back	Blocks)
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Block Diagram:

Key:
1. Garages/cycle store, set far enough back from 

street edge to enable parking to their front. Solid 
gates at the driveway edge provide security to 
rear garden areas.

2. Through garages can help maintain a continuous 
street edge and provide parking for more than 

one car. 

3. Apartment parking court with bin and cycle 
storage

4. Visitor parking as part of the street design 
provides some flexibility for additional vehicles

1

2

3

4

Space in front of garages 
ensures parking can be set back 
behind the buildings.
 

Ancillary buildings, side walls, 
boundaries and gates, help to 
define the street and reduce 
the impact of parking  and the 
blank sides to buildings

Solid gates at the 
building line or on plot 
boundaries provide 
security to gardens and 
a continuous edge to 
the street.

Model view:
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Edge	of	Development	Blocks	are: blocks which may have one or more frontage which addresses a rural edge 
or an accessible landscaped area such as a park, or an area designed for drainage or wildlife. 

Block	Design	-	Edge	Blocks

Edge blocks are to be designed to meet the general 
Block Design policy DG -US1 as well as the following 
in relation to: 

1.	General
The design of edge blocks is likely to be derived from  
other block types. Guidance relating to the servicing 
and access arrangements to properties and the 
internal core should be taken from the appropriate 
block type chosen 

2.	Open	Space	Edges: 

Orientation  
2.1. Buildings should be orientated so that their 

front elevations face outwards towards:
2.1.1. Areas that are designed to be accessible 

to the public
2.1.2. Areas of land that are unlikely to 

be developed in the future, such as 
strategic green spaces or land that is 
impractical to develop

Building Design  
2.2. Buildings should be designed to provide a 

positive edge to development for instance by: 
2.2.1. Scaling  and designing buildings with 

reference to code DG-LS1 and DG-LS4
2.2.2. Ensuring the windows and front doors 

face outwards towards movement 
routes and open spaces

Routes of Movement 
2.3. Routes of movement are to be arranged to: 

2.3.1. Provide public access to building 
frontages for pedestrians and cyclists 
and where necessary vehicles as part of 
an interconnected network

2.3.2. Avoid creating a disjointed network 
comprising short sections of 
unconnected private drives and turning 
heads

2.3.3. Minimise the impact of noise and 
lighting on wildlife 

Boundaries
2.4. Boundaries are to be arranged to:

2.4.1. Clearly define plot edges 
2.4.2. Make a positive contribution to the  

character of the whole street(max width circa 3.0m)
2.2. Ensuring that entrance points are well 

overlooked from windows to active rooms and 
well lit

2.3. Ensuring that units have front doors orientated 
towards public routes or spaces with secondary 
accesses to internal courts.

2.4. Where access gates are provided, gates should 
be set back from the Highway to allow cars to 
wait off the carriageway while gates open.

3.	 Waste	and	Recycling:	(see Policy DG-US3)

4.	 Bicycle	Storage.  (see Policy xxxx)

Bicycle parking should be located in well integrated 
secure covered structures located within rear 
gardens, parking courtyards or in garages. 

Poorly designed Edge Blocks tend to have:
• A disjointed movement network that: 

• Reduces access to open spaces
• Can be wasteful of land and is poorly 

arranged and detailed
• Leads people away from desire lines  causes 

conflict between owners and the public and 
affects public safety

• A weak edge character due to:
• A lack of building scale or sense of enclosure
• A disjointed edge character as public and 

private space areas repeatedly end and begin
• Poorly functioning and unattractive open spaces 

due to
• Building and access arrangements minimising  

land for open space, drainage or trees

O

P

Code:	DG-US1.4	(Edge	Blocks)
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Block Diagram: showing rear parking court and pedestrian/cycle access along side green space

3

4

5

2

1

Corner buildings designed to 
relate well to two streets

Buildings face outwards 
towards the countryside or 
open space. 

Key:
1. Rural edge/green space
2. Publicly accessible route. May be vehicular route 

or pedestrian/cycle only. Non-interlinked private 
drives should be avoided

3. Strong sense of character and consistent building 

lines, boundary treatments and approach to 
scale and architecture

4. Parking Court - Up to about 10 spaces. Courtyard 
enclosed with attractive solid walls (max height 
2.1m) and lockable gates to private back gardens

5. Bin Store - Temporary store/presentation point 

Rural or park edge

Model view:
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Blocks	that	wrap	larger	uses	are: often required where large civic, commercial or industrial buildings or surface 
parking areas are proposed. Wrapping these larger units with smaller plots ensures that blank rear and side 
elevations and any associated servicing is not exposed to the street whilst also achieving active frontages. 

Block	Design	- Wrap	Around	Blocks

Wrap Around blocks are to be designed to meet the 
general Block Design policy DG-US1 as well as the 
following in relation to:

1.	 General
Wrap Around blocks are to be used where large 
format uses (compatible with neighbouring uses) and 
buildings are to be located and, if left unwrapped, 
they would have a negative impact on the character 
and appearance of an area 

2.	 Access	and	parking
Vehicular:

2.1. Access to the large format uses shall be 
arranged: 
2.1.1. To be separate from other units in the 

block with parking areas away from 
street frontage areas

2.1.2. To be able to be made secure
2.1.3. So that servicing is separated from 

public areas
2.2. Access to non-large format uses shall be 

arranged either:
2.2.1. From the street frontage where 

appropriate
2.2.2. From a private secure alley that is 

accessible only to residents and is 
made secure with gates at each end, has 
entrance points not wider than circa 3m, 
gives access to parking spaces, garages 
or on-plot parking and space for the 
secure storage of bicycles

2.2.3. From a separate secure parking court for 
apartments 

Pedestrian
2.3. Access to the large format uses should 

primarily be arranged: 
2.3.1. From a primary facade facing  a public 

area or street
2.3.2. Communal/visitor cycle storage should 

be provided close to the entrance
2.4. Main access to non-large format uses shall 

be arranged from the street with secondary 
access to alleys or lanes

2.5. For access to apartments on the ground 
and upper floors, see Parking Courtyard 
specifications

2.6. For access to units backing onto larger units, 
see Back-to-Back specifications

3.	 Boundaries
3.1. Appropriate planting or boundary treatments 

should be used to create a secure and 
attractive interface between residential and 
non-residential uses

4.	 Waste	Storage	and	Collection

The storage and collection of waste shall be 
arranged to meet code DG-US3

4.1. Individual waste storage shall be located within 
each civic, commercial or industrial plot in a 
secured compartment away from public view

4.2. Where an alley is provided and communal 
waste collection areas are supported by the 
Local Authority, bin storage/collection shall be 
provided close to the access points from the 
street. The pavilion buildings shall complement 
the architecture of the buildings adjacent to 
them

Poorly designed large format uses tend to:
• Present blank sides and service areas to public 

routes and spaces
• Set buildings back behind large areas of parking  

O

Code:	DG-US1.5	(Wrap	Around	Blocks)
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Key:
1 Large format use
2 Houses backing onto centre of block defining the 

street with attractive front elevations.

3 Alley/Lane to rear parking  where continuous 
frontage is required.

4 Parking Court to Apartment Block

Block Diagram

Model View

1

2

2

3

4

Parking for large 
format use

Apartment parking

Parking alley

On plot parking 
accessed from 
the front

Public frontages define the 
street whilst less civic sides 
to large format buildings 
are contained within the 
block
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Blocks are to be designed to meet the general Block 
Design code DG-US1 as well as the following in 
relation to topography:

1.	 Retaining	Walls
Retaining walls are a feature of both public and 
private areas across the district. Where necessary 
they should be designed:

1.1. To be attractive features that respond well to 
the character of the area

1.2. And located so as not to cause overbearing or 
excessive overshading

1.3. To integrate well with other structures 
including other boundaries,  railings, 
balustrades and parapet walls

2.	 Buildings
2.1. Are to be designed to make best use of land 

and relate well to the site
3.	 Underbuild
Underbuild (areas below the damp proof course) are 
to be designed:

3.1. So that their visual impact is minimised
3.2. To integrate well with other materials and 

structures
3.3. And constructed to be adaptable to aid 

conversion to storage or accommodation in the 
future where appropriate

4.	 Amenity	Space
4.1. Where provided, garden spaces should be 

safe, usable and easily accessible, preferably 
containing a level area that is well connected to 
the building, to use for example, as a place for 
a table and chairs 

4.2. Raised areas of decking that provide elevated 
views across neighbouring property and reduce 
access to gardens for residents are unlikely to 
be acceptable

5.	 Undercroft	parking
Where parking is designed to be within garages 
at street level, as part of the dwelling it should be 
designed to: 

5.1. Integrate well with the host structure

5.2. Not create streets dominated by garages and 
parking arrangements

6.	 Movement	and	Access
Steep gradients and abrupt changes in level can 
be a barrier to movement, particularly for the less 
ambulant.  Movement routes are to be designed:

6.1. To create a well connected network of routes 
6.2. To integrate well with the character of the area 

7.	 Access	Points	to	Buildings
7.1. Are to comply with best practice for access
7.2. Be designed to be attractive and work well with 

adjacent levels, and materials 
8.	 Overbearing
Levels of overbearing may seem greater where 
effective building heights are increased due to 
topography. Refer policy DG-US6 (Back to Back 
Arrangements)

Underbuild materials are well detailed and integrated with 
other structures 
Lower ground/raised underbuild area should have 
been designed to make better use of the land ie. for 
accommodation or storage.
Access to the garden space via raised external decking 
provides poor access to garden
Decking platform may have a negative impact on neighbour 
amenity. 

O

O

O

P

Topography:	The gradient of land has a significant effect on the design and arrangement of development 
blocks. Poor block design that does not account for slope gradients can lead to the creation of inaccessible 
public and private areas,  streets that are dominated by parking and rear boundaries and overlooked gardens 
that lack privacy.

Block	Design	- Block	Design	and	Topography

Code:	DG-US1.6	(Topography)
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O P

Recessed garages and attractive front boundaries  
reduce the impact of parking and garaging.

Undercroft parking and street scene dominated by 
garage doors and side views of cars

Some engineering retaining solutions can have a negative impact on both private and public amenity 

Boundary fences on the top of retaining walls or steep 
changes in level are normally unattractive and should be 
avoided particularly where they are visible from public 
areas. Enclosures formed in the same materials as the 
retaining wall can be more satisfactory. 

Well integrated parapet 
structures or railings can be 
an effective way of providing 
adequate protection from falling 
and privacy 

The overbearing nature of larger walls may be 
reduced by visually dividing them into sections using 
horizontal or vertical detail or material changes

O
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A	private	frontage	is: the area of land between a building and the street or a side boundary and the street. 
It is usually privately owned and in public view. These areas make a significant contribution to an areas 
character, can influence the sense of privacy and surveillance and help define land ownership.

Private	Frontages

Frontage areas within Teignbridge are to be well 
arranged to achieve the following:

1. To provide a clear definition between private and 
public areas and between private areas,

1.1. For instance, through the use of physical 
features, such as railings, walls or hedges, 
changes in surface materials or ground level or 
the use of subtle surface markers

2. To be robust and long lasting,

2.1. Constructed and arranged to have a long life 
and be capable of being easily maintained

3. To be attractive, and to reflect local character, 

3.1. Being constructed in materials that 
complement the design of the street and 
the surrounding architecture, landscaping 
and surfaces and reflect local patterns of 
development 

3.2. Being set out to create a visually cohesive 
arrangement of land, features and surfaces 
that transition well between areas  

3.3. Where utilities plant and access covers are 
well arranged relative to features, surfaces and 
edgings and allow landscape planting  flourish 

4. To relate well to the hierarchy and dimensions of 
the street,

4.1. Where the choice and design of frontage type 
is influenced by the position of the street 
within a settlements hierarchy of routes and 
spaces (see code DG-LS1 Legibility)

5. To support public safety and provide adequate 
privacy,

5.1. Being arranged to maintain views of public 
areas from ground floor windows (usually not 
exceeding 1.1m height although gateposts/
piers may be greater than this) and to provide 
a sense of privacy to ground floor rooms where 
appropriate.

Plot Line

Carriageway Footway Private 
Frontage

Building
Line

Public Highway

Private Realm 
affecting 

quality of public 
realm

Public Realm 

Setback 
Distance

Private Frontages - Terminology

P
Good boundary treatments help to reinforce local 
character, help to define the edge of the street, provide 
a sense of ownership, privacy and security and assist in 
obscuring negative aspects such as metering devices or 
isolating instances of lack of maintenance

Code:	DG-US2	(Private	Frontages)
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The setback type, distance and design should relate 
to the proportions, character and hierarchy of 

the  area including the street, adjacent spaces and 
buildings.

Typical	Setback	arrangements	and	their	use	within	Teignbridge			   

0.
6

0 1.
5

3.
0

10
.0

Front Garden - Wall

Front Garden - Wall 
& Railing

Front Strip -  Wall 
& Railing

Front Strip - Hard 
Surface

Front Strip Planted

Retail Front

Front Edge Strip 
- Hard Surfaced

Typical 
Boundaries

Typical Setback Distance

Meters

The following pages illustrate a range of frontage 
types found within Teignbridge (Ref Appendix A 
also). 

The frontage types illustrated  would be acceptable 
for use in new development in the appropriate 
location. 

Most vernacular
Most simple
Most irregular

More formal
More ornate
More regular

Higher Lower

Hierarchy

Typical Teignbridge  
Frontages
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1.5	-	10m.	Front	Garden	(Wall)
A generous garden is situated between the plot 
line and the building edge.

Typical	Examples

Footpath Front Garden
1.5-10m

Private	Frontages	-		Teignbridge	Frontage	Types

Footpath Front Garden
1.5-10m

11
00

m
m

11
00

m
m

11
00

m
m

Render Wall Brick Wall

Brick Wall with Hedge

11
00

m
m

Stone Wall
11

00
m

m

Setback 1.5  - 10m

Boundary feature Wall or wall and hedge

Height 300mm - 1100mm (low wall 
associated with a hedge) 

Entrance Substantial gate posts min 1450mm 
height

Material Brick, stone, render.

Style Relate to building hierarchy and 
street character.

Planting Hedge/shrubs on boundary not 
higher than 1100mm.

Protrusions Porches/bays may protrude into 
setback.

Low wall and hedrgerow delineate plot 
boundary. Substantial gate piers frame 
entrances

Brick wall delineates plot boundary 
supported by hedgerow planting.

Stone wall delineates plot boundary. 
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Footpath Front Garden
3-10m

11
00

m
m

11
00

m
m

Stone Wall with Railings Stone Wall with Railings and Hedge

3	-10m.	Front	Garden	(Wall	&	Railing)
A generous garden is situated between the plot 
line and the building edge.

Typical	Examples

Footpath Front Garden
3-10m

Setback 3 - 10m

Boundary feature Low wall and railing, often with hedge. 
Finials larger at intermediate posts and 
corners/ends

Height Wall below 350mm. Railing/ hedge  not 
higher than  1100mm.

Entrance Substantial gate piers often min 
1450mm height or posts with oversized 
finials.

Material Brick, stone, render.

Style Relate to building hierarchy and street 
character.

Planting Hedge/shrubs on boundary not higher 
than 1100mm.

Protrusions Porches/bays protrude into setback.

Low rendered plinth wall and railings 
delineate plot boundary. Planting helps 
to reinforce boundary

Boundary feature materials compliment 
surrounding building character.

Low rendered wall and railings delineate 
plot boundary. Planting helps to 
reinforce boundary
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1.5	-	3m	Front	Strip	(Railing)
A narrow frontage defined by vertical boundary 
features. 

Footpath Footpath Front 
Strip

1.5-3m

Front 
Strip

1.5-3m

O

50
50

1/
3

2/
3

Render Wall with Railings Low plinth with Railings enlarged 
intermediate and end finials

Poor Proportions

Low stone wall with railings define plot 
boundary. Planting helps to reinforce 
boundary. 

Low stone wall with piers define plot 
boundary. Planting helps to reinforce 
boundary. 

Low stone wall with railings define plot 
boundary. 

Typical	Examples

Setback 1.5  - 3m

Boundary feature Railing or wall and railing

Height Total no higher than  1100mm. 
Wall component no higher than 300mm 

Entrance Substantial gate posts min 1450mm height. 
Enlarged or ornate fence finials.

Material Boundary feature: brick, stone, render. Cast 
iron, steel. Narrow margins, surfaces often 
hard but more often planted

Style Relate to building hierarchy, design and 
street character.

Planting Hedge/shrubs on boundary not higher 
than 1100mm, but generally not higher 
than 600mm where less than 2m wide

Protrusions Porches/bays may protrude into setback.
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0	-	1.5m	Front	Strip	(hard	surfaced)
A narrow strip of private land between the 
building and the street.

Footpath FootpathFront Strip
0 - 1.5m

Front Strip
0 -1.5m

Raised Edge Detail Flush Edging Detail

Pea gravel looks untidy

Plot line delineated by change in surface 
materials and local change in level

Plot line delineated by  river washed 
cobbles. 

Plot line delineated by stone flags that 
doubles as a place for pot plants. 

Typical	Examples

Setback 0  - 1.5m

Boundary feature Studs, edging, or material change

Height 0  - 300mm

Entrance None or detail within surfacing and or 
edging

Material Cobbles, setts, stone pavers. Small units 
accommodate changes in level in two 
directions

Style Relate to building hierarchy and street 
character.

Planting No formal but owners may place pots etc.

Protrusions Porches/bays may protrude into setback.

O
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A flush kerb lets mulch spread 
across footpaths and plants 
can become trampled

0.6	-	1.5m	Planted	Front	Strip	
Where there is sufficient space for planting a 
narrow strip fills the space between the building 
and the street. 

Footpath Footpath

A planted strip left as a verge can look 
unowned and often leaves unsightly 
meter boxes exposed

A raised edge clearly defines ownership 
and protects and contains planting.

Front 
Strip

0.6-1.5m

Front 
Strip

0.6-1.5m

Low shrubs define the frontage with 
planting contained behind edging bricks

Low shrubs define the frontage with 
planting contained behind a low 
rendered wall

Narrow planted front strip defines the 
plot boundary.  

Typical	Examples

Setback 0  - 1.5m

Boundary feature Edging kerbs, setts. Raised edges help to 
contain bark mulch and prevents trampling.

Height 0  - 600mm planting

Entrance None or detail within edging and access 
path

Material Brick, stone, reconstituted stone. 

Style Relate to building hierarchy and street 
character.

Planting Low, mass planting for impact  

Protrusions Porches/bays may protrude into setback.

OO
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0	-	0.6m	Front	Edge	Strip	(hard	surfaced)
Where private or public land abuts building or 
boundary wall that reads as part of the street.

FootpathFront Strip
0 - 0.6m

Front Strip
0 - 0.6m

Same surface materials. Bonding 
delineates ownership

Flush surface  the same as adjacent 
surfaces

Flush surface  the same as adjacent 
surfaces

Can accentuate highway 
geometry

A very subtle change between surface 
materials suggests the space for vehicles 
whilst also continuing to the buildings

Slate flagstones boarder the edge of 
the carriageway as part of the street 
composition 

Typical	Examples

Setback 0  - 0.6m

Boundary feature No edging feature, subtle marker

Height 0  - 6mm

Entrance None

Material Matching with adjacent materials and 
pattern

Style Relate to building hierarchy and street 
character.

Planting None

Protrusions Porches/bays may protrude into setback.

O

Plot line not defined in this non-adopted 
street. 
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0-3m	Retail	front
Spill out space to the front of commercial premises 
that feels as though it is part of the street.

Footpath FootpathFront 
Strip
0 -3m

Front 
Strip
0 -3m

Awning overlaps the pavement. 
Materials consistent with that of the 
street.

Traditional roller blinds oversail the 
Highway. Materials consistent.

Veranda delineates plot line. 

Setback 0  - 1.3m

Boundary feature No edging feature, subtle changes to surface 
materials

Height N/A

Entrance None

Material Co-ordinated  with adjacent materials

Style Relate to building hierarchy and street 
character.

Planting None or containerised

Protrusions Porches/bays may protrude into setback. 
If awnings project further a licence may be 
necessary to oversail the Highway.
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O

O

Private	Frontages	-	Common	Things	to	Avoid

Lack	or	boundary	treatment	to	plot	frontage

Poor	material	selection

Poor	detailing	of	frontage	areas

Absent boundary treatments can create an open and 
unkempt street appearance. 
1. Front rooms can feel exposed reducing the surveillance 

of the street. 
2. Any litter, poor maintenance or prominent meter boxes 

in view negatively affect the appearance of the whole 
street, not just the individual plot

Typical poor threshold  and setback design:
1. Material selection unable to accommodate cross falls 
in two directions without having to cut pavers diagonally. 
Poor colour co-ordination between materials.
2. Drainage, utilities, levels and landscaping badly 
designed.

Boundary materials not well integrated with other colours 
and materials within the street.

An over reliance of hedging to create enclosure 

Poor	Integration	with	Highway	Design

Poor Highway and layout design at the sides and fronts of 
properties can be wasteful of land and make the highway 
more prominent

Adopted service strips or kerb maintenance zones often 
sub divide front garden areas, reinforce highway geometry  
and can be confusing to pedestrians if surfaced in footway 
materials. 

OO

1

2

O
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Waste	and	Recycling	Facilities	are:		the areas necessary for the storage and collection of waste from 
commercial or residential properties

Waste	and	Recycling

New development proposals must have adequate 
and appropriate storage and presentation areas 
for waste, arranged to ensure that public and 
communal areas are not cluttered by bins, refuse 
or poorly integrated enclosures and designed as 
follows:

1. To provide adequate storage, presentation 
and collection points for the waste containers 
necessary for the development. (For residential 
areas see table below)

2. To provide suitable access for waste collection 
vehicles and operatives where:

2.1. The starting point for domestic collections, by 
the District Council, is for each unit’s waste 
to be collected from plot, with access for 
collection provided by the owner

2.2. Steps or steep slopes are avoided between the 
storage and collection points where wheeled 
bins are proposed

2.3. All routes and surfaces, including access covers,  
intended to be trafficked by waste collection 
vehicles must be adequately specified for load, 
width and tracking 

3. Presentation and storage areas should be: 
3.1. Well integrated and complement the 

surroundings, by their; position, form, scale, 
materials, colours and details 

3.2. Away from prominent locations.
3.3. Not  greater than 10 m from the nearest 

road accessible to refuse collection vehicles, 
avoiding steep slopes, steps, and including, for 
larger capacity bins, dropped kerbs

4. In particular communal bin storage areas should 
be:

4.1. Out of view from public areas
4.2. Secure but accessible to residents and waste 

collection operatives
4.3. Able to be maintained in a clean condition i.e.:

4.3.1. Include a lockable tap and drainage point
4.3.2. Protected against seagulls and vermin
4.3.3. Be well ventilated 

Designed:
4.4. To have some additional capacity (circa 10%) to 

be adaptable for the future
4.5. So that bin doors open outwards and are 

specified for the largest bin size anticipated
4.6. In consultation with the Local Authority

5. Mixed use areas should allow:

5.1. Sufficient space to the rear of buildings for 
access and storage of waste and recycling

5.2. Separate well defined areas for commercial 
and residential waste and recycling

6. Proposals should indicate: 

6.1. All proposed storage and presentation areas 
for waste and recycling together with details of 
management and maintenance of such

6.2. The proposed capacity and dimensions of 
waste and recycling containers and their 
associated shelters or structures

6.3. Details of access arrangements to bin storage 
or presentation points for waste collection 
operatives and their vehicles

6.4. Vehicle accessibility demonstrated through 
tracking

Residential Areas: Teignbridge District Council Recommended Recycling Standards 

Bin Vol (Ltrs) Size (ltrs) Non-Communal (No.) Communal /9 units (No.)

Garden Waste 240 1 9 (garden no. dependent)

Glass 240 1

Card 240 1

Paper 240 1
Cans & mixed plastic 240 2
Residual (general) waste 180 1 9

Dry Recyclables (Glass, Tins, Plastics, Card, Paper in bag) 110 1

Food Caddy 23 1 9

Code:	DG-US3	(Waste	and	Recycling)	
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Teignbridge Approximate Bin Specifications

Bin Vol 
(Ltrs)

Type Width 
(mm)

Depth (mm) Height (mm)

23 Kitchen Caddy 260 320 380 (630 handle 
up)

55 Recycle Box 450 600 370

120 Wheeled Bin 505 555 975

180 Wheeled Bin 470 770 1110

240 Wheeled Bin 585 740 1110

360 Large Wheeled Bin 
(communal)

750 880 1115

660 Wheeled Bin (Communal) 1265 850 1250

1100 Wheeled Bin (Communal) 1265 1190 1470

Domestic Recycle Box.
Black - Plastics and tins
Green - Glass and card
Reusable bag - Paper and magazines

Typical Wheeled Bin.
Black - Individual Residual Waste -180 Ltrs
Green - Subscribed Garden waste -240 Ltrs
 - Communal Recycling - 240 Ltrs

Bin Storage - Good, Poundbury, Dorset.

• Well integrated and not visible from public areas, 
• Durable 
• Correctly sized 
• Accessible 
• Level access

Bin Storage - Poor.

• Visible from public areas 
• Boundaries too low & flimsy
• Too small
• Open to weather and gulls 
• Poorly managed
• Not secure
• Poorly related to properties

O P
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Services	and	Utilities	Networks	are: the network of cables, pipes, ducts, sewers, and drains and their 
associated pumps, transformers, access chamber covers, inlets and outlets, etc, that supply and service 
development and enable it to fully function. The network may vary depending on the nature  and design 
of the development but often includes  gas, water and electricity, lines of communication, waste water and 
surface water.

Services	and	Utilities	Networks.

New service and utilities networks are to be 
designed and co-ordinated to relate well to built and 
natural features as follows:	

1. Underground networks are to be designed to be 
compatible with planting proposals and are to 
allow for the soil volumes contained within tree 
pits necessary to support proposed tree species. 
(ref code DG-SM6)

2. Meters, housings and plant access points must 
be designed, and located to minimise the impact 
on buildings landscape and the street scene.

2.1. Meters should be located and arranged to be 
remotely read without the need for external 
access at the front of the house. Where this 
is not possible meterboxes should be located 
away from front or prominent elevations and 
designed to be inconspicuous and complement 
background surface colours where visible 

3. The layout, design and location of access 
chambers and their covers must be well co-
ordinated with paving surfaces, kerbs  and areas 
of landscaping i.e.:

3.1. Covers should be aligned to be parallel to 
nearby kerbs, street geometry or paving 
patterns. They should not straddle kerbs or 
different surface types unless designed to do 
so

3.2. Covers should not be located within areas 
intended to be used for play or sport. Where 
unavoidable, covers must be recessed or set 
below ground surface as appropriate

3.3. Covers should not be located within areas 
of soft landscaping where they will have an 
adverse impact on the landscape design 

4. Pumping stations, transformers, gas governors, 
control or switching units, feeder pillars or 
similar plant necessary for the functioning of 
infrastructure together with their associated 
housings, compounds fencing and access 
arrangements must be designed to be: 

4.1. Well integrated into designs and illustrated 
within design proposals

4.2. In character within their surroundings 
4.3. Located away from prominent positions such 

as at the ends of sight lines or on street corners 
unless designed to be well integrated with their 
sounding

Poorly co-ordinated and integrated services undermine 
design quality from the outset and are costly to rectify

Poorly designed utilities networks often:
• Do not cross co-ordinate well with hard and soft 

landscape proposals so that: 
• Manhole covers straddle different surface 

materials and kerbs
• Pipes and ducts pass directly below tree pits 

preventing planting
• They significantly reduce planting areas such 

that plants struggle to thrive
• Locate standardised plant in prominent 

locations that are significant to local views
• Locate meter boxes in ways that poorly 

integrate with the front elevations of buildings

Code:	DG-US4	(Service	and	Utilities	Networks)
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Utilities and drainage networks need to be designed 
alongside proposals for tree planting so that there is 
adequate space for the soil volumes needed for small or 
large trees

A poorly located sub-station terminating the view down a street. Avoid standardised housings, and prominent locations 
such as street corners, the apex of bends or edges of open space. In every case ensure that designs blend well with their 
surroundings.  

Gas
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Tree pit 
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900 mm

Utilities zones that form part of the highway need to be 
designed to work well as part of the street. The above poor 
example is not wide enough to function as a footway and 
contributes little to the function or appearance of the street.

OP
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Custom	and	Self	Build	is:	the actual construction or the organisation of the construction of homes by their 
owners, who will subsequently occupy the home. These homes can be built directly by the owner or someone 
employed or working with the owner. It excludes houses that are purchased and built or offered for sale to 
another’s specification. Self build construction can enrich the urban environment by adding variety, interest 
and individualisation to the way in which a place is assembled.

Custom	and	Self	Build	(CSB)

Code:	DG-US5	(Custom	and	Self	Build)
CSB areas of development are to be planned, 
offered and designed as follows:

1. Developers are to prepare a design code or to 
design the context  where CSB plots are to be 
located in line with the table below by defining:

1.1. The key parameters that will define the 
characteristics of the area within which CSB 
plots would be located in the form of a Local 
Area Code

1.2. The character of the immediate setting at a 
block and street scale in the form of a Street 
Code

1.3. Specific design issues pertinent to individual 
plots in the form of a Plot Code

2. A plot passport is to be prepared and is to be 
derived from the Design Code

3. Plot purchasers are to prepare designs that 
conform to the parameters set within a Plot 
Passport and Design Code
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The above design policy supports the adopted Teignbridge Custom and Self Build Housing SPD and provides 
a structure and timing for the submission of information. Applicants preparing proposals containing CSB 
development are advised to discuss proposals with the Council prior to submitting applications.
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1. Local Area Code.
Defines the broad parameters relating to the design 
of the neighbourhood. For outline applications these 
aspects are normally defined in Parameter Plans 
such as the Land-Use plan. For CSB development 
applications should:

• Identify zones for CSB development 
• Provide a written description of the type of 

places where CSB development would be 
located 

• Provide any necessary dimensions or criteria to 
ensure they are appropriately located.

2. Street Code.
Defines the characteristics of the streets where CSB 
properties are to be located. Hybrid applications may 
define much of the necessary detail within the ‘full’ 
part of applications but details, pertinent to CSB areas, 
should be reaffirmed. Street Codes must accord with 
any Local Area Code in place and will typically include:
Block Character (see also Urban Structure section)

• Block type and dimensions 
• Servicing for refuse
• Access and adoption
• Parking (car and cycle)

Street Character 
(see also Streets and Movement section)

• Street hierarchy
• Street dimension (road,footway, parking)
• Street geometry (radii, regularity)
• Design speeds
• Street materials
• Street planting

Setbacks (see also Urban Structures section) 
• Frontage boundary types and materials
• Building setback

Building Types (see also Building Design section)
• Terrace/semi-detached/detached
• Regularity/uniformity
• Local legibility

Building Character (see also Building Design section)
• Materials
• Colours
• Hierarchy
• Proportioning
• Building good practice
• Utilities and servicing

3. Plot Code
Identifies key aspects that are relevant to an individual 
plot that must be achieved or included at the Plot 
Design stage. Typically this might include:

Colours, fenestration, orientation, response to views, 
landscaping etc.

4. Plot Passport 
(see also TDC Custom and Self Build SPD)
Defines those aspects that are critical to the 
specification of the plot, typically including:

Plot Parameters
• Plot dimensions
• Plot distances to boundaries
• Plot boundary responsibility
• Plot build-zones
• % Plot coverage
• Frontage length
• Plot servicing: utilities & drainage/sewerage
• Plot access
• Plot parking (car and bike) 

5. Plot Design
Is the design of the individual plot by the plot 
purchaser in line with the other codes (above).

Self Build Zone
- Self Build plots are to be located:
within 100m of the main site access- On ter  arry streets or in mews areas

Self Build - Parameter Plan

Self Build Zone

Self Build - Parameter Plan

SCALE

2.5 - 3 Storey

2 -2.5 Storey

2  Storey
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Back	to	back	arrangements:	are concerned with the relationship and distances at the back of properties to 
ensure residents are able to enjoy adequate privacy and quality of outlook for comfort and enjoyment of 
dwellings and gardens without feeling unduly overlooked or enclosed.

Back	to	Back	Arrangements

Properties are to be arranged to ensure that 
residents can enjoy appropriate levels of comfort 
and enjoyment of their properties without feeling 
unduly overlooked or enclosed. 

The following is applicable between proposed and 
existing dwellings as well as between proposed 
dwellings.

1. A back to back distance of 20m between the 
windows of habitable rooms (living room, dining 
room, kitchen and bedroom) is to be used as a 
nominal standard minimum. Reduced separation  
distances may be acceptable by careful layout 
and building design, such as by:

1.1. Designing layouts to avoid the windows of 
habitable rooms of different properties facing 
one another 

1.2. Orientating properties so that they are not 
perpendicular to one another 

2. Where buildings of different storey heights back 
onto one another, or differences in site levels 
place buildings of the same storey height higher 
than those they back onto, privacy distances may 
need to be increased beyond the 20m nominal 
standard distance to reduce overlooking and 
overbearing. Additionally:

2.1. Where balconies and roof terraces are 
featured, they must be designed to not cause 
unacceptable levels of overlooking 

3. Where the principal habitable room window 
faces onto a blank, or largely blank wall of 
another building or structure, appropriate space 
and design should be provided to avoid the blank 
feature being overbearing

4. Any designs must not undermine neighbours’ 
right to light

20m

General rule: Distance between habitable room windows should be 
minimum of 20m

Bed Bed

Distance between habitable room windows may be reduced due 
to building angles

Bed

Bed
< 20m

Minimum distance between 2 buildings should be approximately 
equal to twice the building height unless there are design features 
to ensure mutual privacy for occupants

2 x H

H

Minimum distance between 2 buildings may need to be increased 
in situations where there are level changes

> 2 x H

H

< 20m

Distance between non-habitable room windows may be reduced 
to < 20m providing adequate privacy & amenity can be achieved

Bed
Bed

Some steps to reduce Overbearing
• Hipped roofs or stepped upper floors can help to 

reduce the perceived height of buildings.
• Introducing planting, designing walls to have 

pattern and texture and not topping retaining 
walls with unsightly fences can all help to alleviate 
the impact of structures. See also code DG -US 1.6 
(Topography)

Code:	DG-US6	(Back	to	Back	Arrangements)
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Code:	DG-US7	(Daylighting)

The design and arrangement of buildings in 
Teignbridge is to allow for good levels of natural light 
within habitable rooms, as follows: 

1. Buildings should be designed to have sufficient 
daylight to allow comfortable use and enjoyment 
of habitable rooms, gardens and communal 
spaces. BS 8206-2 (2008) states that in principle, 
sunlight should be admitted unless it is likely to 
cause thermal or visual discomfort to occupants, 
or the deterioration of materials.

2. As a rule of thumb, for residential use, a room 
will appear to be daylit when the glazed area is at 
least 1/25th of the total surface area of the room 
(DETR, 2012). 

3. In general there should be sufficient area of sky 
visible to give good interior lighting with windows 
of reasonable size. 

3.1. As a guide, when a window is used as a main 
source of light, external obstructions should 
not be higher than 25° above horizon (from the 
centre of the window). 

4. Buildings should be designed so that they do 
not overheat due to excessive glazing or lack of 
shading.

5. Where there is doubt about the quality of 
daylight developers will be required to produce 
plans illustrating shadow paths at the winter 
solstice and spring/autumn equinox (sunrise, 
midday and sunset). Reference should be made 
to (or their subsequent revisions): 

5.1. BS 8206 Lighting for buildings, 
5.2. DETR Good Practice guide 245 Desktop Guide 

to Daylighting 
5.3. BRE document Site Layout Planning for Daylight 

(2012). 

• Additional windows within side elevations 
will improve natural daylight levels and 
assist in creating active and interesting 
elevations, particularly on corner plots.

• As well as improving the amenity for 
residents, buildings and dwellings 
with good quality natural light allow 
opportunities for passive solar gain and 
on-site solar energy generation to be 
maximised.

Daylighting	is:	the practice of enabling natural light to penetrate into buildings. 

Daylighting

25°

Angle of obstruction above the horizon (DETR, 2012)

A room can have a daylit appearance if the area of glazing 
is at least 1/25th of the room’s total surface area (DETR, 
2012)

1/25




